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Our sedra has brought us to the base of Mount Sinai and the great theophany that was to unfold. The 

Divine self appears through the revelation of Torah. We know this portion well because this is the 

section that the Ten Commandments appear for the first time. There as everyone stood in their proper 

place, wearing clean clothes and with purified bodies—they heard God’s ten utterances. Rabbi Naftali 

Zvi Yehuda Berlin believed that people didn’t get beyond the first word as Revelation unfolded. 

Mesmerized, fearful and/or struck with awe, all they could comprehend was “ANOCHI…. I am.” That is 

all that they could grasp, Rav Naftali wrote. Sure, they encountered God’s majesty at the shores of the 

Red Sea. Sure, they understood God’s protective presence when Amalek assaulted them. But to hear 

and understood a bat kol, a Heavenly voice? —Well, that might have been too much for them at that 

moment. It would take a little time to process that mitzvot are binding because of the presence of the 

Mitzaveh—the Commander [God]. As they understood the gift of Torah being given to them, they 

needed spiritually to embrace ANOCHI… the One who is. 

How do they do this? It is not as simple as the Kotzker Rebbe taught; “Where does God dwell?; 

wherever we let God!” In my opinion, it is a three step process: knowing the self, recognizing that God 

surrounds one’s self, and realizing that sacred partnership that exists in the world between us and God. 

Step #1: Rav Abraham Kook, who died in Jerusalem in 1935, wrote of the inner self that needs to be 

emancipated from the trappings of the outside world. Not needing to obsess about materialism nor 

succumbing to greed for things, who we are can be made known to ourselves and those around us. He 

wrote: “The ‘I’ – the interior, essential self whether of the individual or community—can only be 

revealed in accordance with its purity and sanctity; the inner identity to its heavenly strength, sealed by 

the pure light of heavenly radiance that burns from within.” What this teaching implies is that faith and 

faithful action need to go hand-in-hand. When actions are done, but not noted as sacred acts, then God 

isn’t present; what is done is a mere good deed rather than a mitzvah. Just doing is not enough to be a 

spiritual being. One should feel as if s/he is actually being commanded. One should know that there is a 

Source of blessing beyond the self—whatever your definition of God is for you. One should admit that 

our action is a response to the command, rather a happenstance action on our part. 

Step #2:  “hearing” that Divine voice is next. But don’t view that verb as something can only be done 

with one’s ears! In Exodus 24, the Israelites heard God’s voice as they did God’s commandments-- 

“Na’aseh v’nishmah”, the Torah states. It literally means “we will do and we will hear”; but the Rabbinic 

commentators firmly assert that those two verbs happen simultaneously. The doing and understanding 

is locked together with action and intentionality. God is present in our actions just as Ezekiel voiced: “I 

am amidst those in exile.” When we know the self and we know that God is present, then we start doing 

truly holy work. “Anochi…. I am” is discovered.  

Ok, that might sound a bit too whimsical for some. So let me give step #2 a different spin. It was said 

best by the 11th century Spanish sage Ibn Gabriol: “The beginning of wisdom is to desire it.” Step #1 has 

us know who we are; step #2 to know what we seek. Step #3 making it happen. 



 

Step #3: We are God’s partners in the on-going work of creation. We do the sacred work because we 

reflect the holy image of God. We are intertwined with the essence of what God is and what we willingly 

do to fulfill divine destiny. Ezekiel described a flaming chariot that was driven by celestial beings. He 

viewed it as a way for human beings to ascend to reach their fullest and most sacred potentials. On the 

chariots, there were four visible faces: a ram, an eagle, a sheep, and a person.  

The mystics point out that the ram [in Hebrew is Eyel, written with an alef] is the reminder the story of 

the binding of Isaac, where Abraham was willing to do for God with truest devotion. 

The mystics point out that the eagle [in Hebrew is nesher written with a nun] is used to remind us of 

commitment to doing for others as described in Isaiah, where we are to help others be gathered on 

eagle’s wings. 

The mystics point out the sheep [in Hebrew, written in with a caf] is used to reminder of the Temple 

sacrifices. In Hebrew, those are korbanot, which comes from the root “to bring close.” 

The mystics point out the final face is human or part of the people of Israel [in Hebrew Israel is written 

with a yod] which means us. 

Alef-nun-caf-yod… the four faces of the chariot… is also the word ANOCHI… I am! These three steps 

mystically bring us to that sense of God, which is beyond description! These three steps help us to fully 

hear and comprehend God’s voice which transcends words! These three steps are what our ancestors 

undertook in the wilderness and we do the same thing each and every day! 

“ANOCHI…. I am” is the most important of the Ten Commandments because it leads to the rest with a 

sense of authority and purpose. 


